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Software  must  evolve  in  order  to adapt  to new  demands  and  scenarios.  In  the  case  of  packaged  software
that  can  be customized,  this  evolution  implies  the  maintenance  of  both  out-of-the-box  and  customized
functionality  alike.  New  user  interface  technologies  provide  a way  to interact  with  applications  that  soft-
ware  vendors  are  forced  to  incorporate  in order  to meet  new  user  and  market  requirements.  Packaged
software  vendors  are  facing  software  evolution  processes  in order  to  attract  more  customers  and  con-
serve  the  existing  ones.  This  case  analysis  describes  the  evolution  of packaged  software,  Meta4  PeopleNet,
towards  the  addiction  of  Rich Internet  Applications  features  to  a Human  and  Intellectual  Capital  Man-
agement  tool.  The  findings  and  lessons  learned  presented  in this  case  study  provide  useful insights  for
packaged  software  vendors  facing  software  product  evolution.
. Introduction

Since software change is inevitable, all software systems must
volve to meet the ever-expanding needs of its users (Williams

 Carver, 2010) and the changes in environments and organiza-

(Sangwan, Vercellone-Smith & Laplante, 2008). The evolution of
software packages seems to be even complex and full of problems.
In this sense, problems affecting software development are mag-
nified in an organization whose mission is to develop packaged
software (Dubé, 1998). This is the focus of this case study. The main
ions (Ciraci, van den Broek & Aksit, 2007). Software evolution is
he subject of many studies both in academia and in industry and,
ndeed, a major part of current software development is devoted
o software maintenance (Pessemier, Seinturier & Duchien, 2008).
n software products (packaged software), this evolution is a key
lement to gain competitive advantage in an ultra competitive mar-
et. Software products are programs that are used by more than
ne organization (Unphon & Dittrich, 2010). They are long-living;
ften evolving over several decades. In this sense, a software prod-
ct is the result over time of a set of activities, which appeal to
arious competences and knowledge (Alija & Kaba, 2008). Many of
he organisations dedicated to the development of software pack-
ges face the problem of having to migrate or reengineer their
roducts, adapting them to new technologies and functionalities
ecause changes in business processes are almost always linked to
hanges in systems and technology (Lientz and Rea, 2001).

Software  evolution is not a simple problem. As software prod-
cts evolve, complexity shifts from lower to higher structural levels
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objective is directed to present an example of the evolution of a
software package aimed to adapt a software solution to new and
demanding market requirements.

2.  Company background

Meta4  is one of the world’s leading providers of solutions for
the management and development of human and intellectual cap-
ital (HICM). Founded in 1991, Meta4 has more than 1300 clients in
100 countries and these figures mean that Meta4 has become one of
the top three providers worldwide for Human Resources software
as well as the second Spanish software vendor within the top 100
European software companies for 2009 on the Truffle 100 index.
More than 18 million employees are managed using Meta4 soft-
ware. The revenues of the company in 2009 reached 47.3 million
Euros with a 13% growth compared to the year before. More than
60% of this revenue comes from international sources.

Meta4 has branches in eleven countries, although the headquar-
ters of the company is located in Madrid, Spain. Its HCM solution has
a strong presence in Spanish and Portuguese-speaking countries as
well as in France. It has also expanded into other markets, includ-
ing the UK, Scandinavia and the US According to Gartner (2009),
approximately 75% of Meta4’s customers implement the solution
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n-premises. However, Meta4 also offers options for hosting, and
or a subscription license (approximately 15% of their customers
ave chosen a subscription license).

. The project

This  section begins describing the scenario before the project
tarted and, then, the project scope and objectives are depicted.

.1.  The previous scenario: PeopleNet7

From an historical perspective, the first version of PeopleNet was
esigned around 1997 as an evolution of previous solutions from

 philosophical and technological perspective. Focused on Human
nd Intellectual Capital Management (HICM), the PeopleNet7
olution provided support for key human capital management
ctivities such as: workforce acquisition, workforce administration,
rganization management and planning, workforce time manage-
ent, payroll, compensation management, skills and competency
anagement, performance management, career and succession

lanning, motivation. . .
The  technology behind the solution evolved from Client Server

 tier (1994) and Client-server multitier (1998) or HTML portals
2000). Before the project started, some Rich Internet Application
RIA) experiences had been introduced in the product, although the
cope of these features was restricted.

From the User Interface point of view, PeopleNet provides out-
f-the-box forms to support HCM processes. However, the platform
ives the opportunity to users to change predefined functionality or
dd new forms by means of a utility included. This utility is a “what
ou see is what you get (WYSIWYG)” tool in which form displayed
uring editing is very similar to the final output. This tool translates
he form displayed in the editing process into a pseudo-XML format
alled OBL. The OBL representation is stored into the database and,
nce a form is invoked, a processor hosted in the client interprets
he OBL code and draws the form.

Although PeopleNet’s UI control are richer than common desk-
op applications, the advent of Windows Presentation Foundation
WPF) and its set of visual features claims for an updated version
n which, on the one hand, new visual features could be included,
nd on the other hand, could enable the distribution of thinner and
ogic oriented clients.

.2.  Bringing new visual interfaces to PeopleNet: Rich Internet
pplication

The  main objective of the project was to include RIA character-
stics in the new version of PeopleNet in order to make the most
f these characteristics. The adoption of RIA in the new version
as a key feature in the new product release. RIA – which have
any of the features and functionality of desktop software even

hough they run online – have become increasingly important and
opular (Lawton, 2008). RIAs are breaking through the market,
ffering better responsiveness and a more extended user experi-
nce (Meliá, Gómez, Pérez, & Díaz, 2010). RIAs provide most of the
eployment and maintainability benefits of Web  applications while
upporting a much richer client user interface (Linaje, Preciado,

 Sánchez-Figueroa, 2007). Given some architectural similarities
etween PeopleNet and the Microsoft approaches, it was  aimed to
dd RIA support to its applications using WPF, a graphical subsys-
em for rendering user interfaces in Windows-based applications

hat employs Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML), a
erivative XML-based language, to define UI elements, data bind-

ng, event handling, and other features. Taking this into account,
ne of the main challenges of the project was to provide a way  to
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translate  all current user interfaces (both out-of-the-box and user-
designed) defined in OBL to standard XAML. The second challenge
is to give a solution to display both traditional OBL UI  descriptions
and new interfaces defined using XAML editors (either included in
Microsoft Visual Studio or third parties).

The final objective regarding the inclusion of RIA via WPF  was
to give the chance to customers’ developers and third parties to use
XAML to design PeopleNet user interfaces by means of any XAML
designer. Another consequence of this new feature was  that user
interface engine was going to be executed outside the PeopleNet
environment, thus, providing a clear separation between the user
interface and the business logic and making PeopleNet a lighter
platform.

4. Lessons learned

As  suggested by Erdogmus (2008), software processes can be
placed inside a triangular map  according to their emphasis relative
to three aspects, represented by the vertices: people, technology,
and rigor. The lessons learned during the different phases of the
project can be classified into these three categories.

4.1. Personnel issues

Clearly,  software development is an intellectual endeavour,
and serious software development is a team activity (Erdogmus,
2008).The first important conclusion about the case in the peo-
ple vertices is the importance of the role played by the project
manager during the process. According to Ebert (2007), the suc-
cess of any product depends on the skills and competences of its
product manager. The role of software product manager has been
addressed in the literature (e.g. Barney, Aurum & Wohlin, 2008;
Fricker, Gorschek, Byman, & Schmidle, 2010; Karlsson, Dahlstedt,
Regnell, Natt och Dag, & Persson, 2007; Lehtola & Kauppinen, 2006;
Trienekens, Kusters, Kriek, & Siemons, 2009; Weerd, Brinkkemper &
Versendaal, 2010) although the product manager’s role in software
engineering has so far not been summarized in a comprehensive
perspective (Ebert, 2007). The product manager is responsible,
among other things, for product definition, product release and
product lifecycles, creating an effective multifunctional product
introduction team and – above all – preparing and implement-
ing the business case (Ebert, 2007). In our particular case, software
product manager was a person with huge experience in the com-
pany. He was the man  in charge of balancing the so called Bermuda
triangle of software companies sales/marketing, product manage-
ment and technical management. This role is quite important in the
case of Meta4, since all important decisions about the product are
made by this person, either as a single decision-maker or together
with other colleagues. He guaranteed the joint of the product and
the project.

Another issue is the importance of counting on with key people
during the software evolution process. The importance of peo-
ple in software processes has been outlined in the literature (e.g.
Chang, 2010; Colomo Palacios et al., 2010; Naranjo-Gil, 2009; Trigo
et al., 2010). In the case explained in this paper, the whole project
was designed to phase in professionals in key stages (integration,
software core change. . .).  The nominal productivity of these profes-
sionals doubled that of other professionals involved in the project.
These individual differences, that are not new for software practi-
tioners and researchers alike, had a deep impact in the success of
the project.
Furthermore, another personnel issue is concerned with the
participation of an external stakeholder in the development
process, in this case, Universidad Carlos III of Madrid (Uc3m).
Although Meta4 holds an active R&D (Research and Development)
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epartment, the participation of Uc3m in the process brought an
utside of the company vision that was very positive for the project.
s suggested by Dhungana, Grünbacher, Rabiser, and Neumayer

2010), software evolution development teams require a mix  of
kills and roles. However, there were also some other issues related
o this participation. The first approach to perform this collabora-
ion was directed to build large teams (up to 10 members) and
lan their work for a few months. Due to the low productivity
f this approach, smaller teams (4 members) were formed and
he schedule was changed to provide the team with a long term
cenario. The differences in productivity obtained were very sig-
ificant. The roots of this change could be found in Meta4’s strong
rganizational culture of that leads to a low rotation of personnel in
he R&D department. Lewis, Belliveau, Herndon, and Keller (2007)
eported that membership change could tend to expect socially iso-
ated members and that newcomers considered visitors (expected
o remain in the group for only a short time) could receive less
upport in personnel integration. Apart from that, the culture of
oftware vendors has been reported as highly individualistic in the
iterature (e.g. Carmel & Sawyer, 1998; Dubé, 1998). For instance,
ubé (1998) reported that team integration within these envi-

onments could be unsuccessful. Thus, designing a team aimed to
nteract for a long time (2 years) could provide better integration
esults and softer interpersonal relationships.

.2. Rigor

Scalable business need managerial and procedural rigor
Erdogmus, 2008). From this point of view, one main conclusion
an be found. This conclusion is the need of an established method-
logy to guide the process. The special needs of packaged software
rocess model have been pointed out from the literature since
arly nineties (e.g. Carmel & Becker, 1995). To cope with these
pecial needs the method presented in García-Crespo, Colomo-
alacios, Gómez-Berbís, and Ruano-Mayoral (2009) was adapted to
he case in hand. The methodology, developed by Uc3m, employs an
pproach that focuses on the continuous improvement of the pro-
ess, guiding the whole software evolution process. This approach
as implemented in the model by means of continuous inspection

nd supply. The adoption of the methodology resulted to be suc-
essful. However, in order to adapt it better to Meta4’s operations, a
ore agile version of the method was designed and implemented.

his method included the observation of, among others, many well
rounded in house software engineering practices, including prac-
ices such as requirements engineering, coding standards, code
nspections, regressive unit testing among many others.

.3.  Technology

Regarding the development of the project its technology, the
rst lesson learned is related to the ways of translating OBL format

nto XAML. After testing several prototypes that included different
olutions to the matter, the team decided to pursue a solution in
hich the code is stored in a database using OBL format, before edit-

ng it with a XAML editor. This solution implies that an on-demand
echanism must be included in the client and that such mechanism

hould include a parser to convert OBL in XAML. One important
ssue about this conversion is the necessity of minimizing the code

hen it is converted to XAML. The purpose of this is not other than
roducing a highly standardized XAML. To achieve this objective,
BL is required to be transformed to XAML after three consecutive
teps: first, OBL is transformed into a XML  execution; second, this
ML  execution is transformed into a XAML visualization (without

ransformed code); and finally, the XAML visualization is converted
nto a fully operational XAML (with minimized code).
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The second lesson learned is about the overall performance of
the solution. The decision of keeping the form stored in OBL implies
that an on-demand conversion process must be designed. The OBL
format has many features not supported in the standard XAML
representation. Thus, keeping the original OBL  format has many
advantages but it also implies the need of conversion and, then,
the addition of an extra functionality. The conversion must be fast
enough to produce a display of the form in an adequate timing.
The conversion process was  the centre of the debate around the
project for months. Once a decision was taken and a first approach
to the solution was tested successfully, several project cycles were
designed to expand the functionality of the presentations stored in
OBL and, more recently, to shape conversion and overall application
performance.

The third conclusion is the success in layers separation. In this
new scenario in which business logic and layers presentation are
separated, the flexibility of the approach finally produced better
application performance and an optimized use of video capabilities.

The forth conclusion is the importance of code refactoring.
Refactoring is an approach to improve the design of software with-
out changing its external behaviour which means it always gives
the same output with the same input after the change is applied
(Fowler, Beck, Brant, Opdyke, & Roberts, 2001). To cope with the spi-
ral software complexity, there is an urgent need for techniques that
reduce software complexity by incrementally improving the inter-
nal software quality; in the case of object oriented software, this is
done by means of refactoring (Mens & Tourwe, 2004). Refactoring
can be used to improve software design by tidying up code, moving
code to the right place or removing code (Counsell, Loizou, & Najjar,
2010). In the particular case of PeopleNet, although some aspects
like software extensibility, modularity, reusability, complexity and
maintainability were considered, efficiency was the main issue.

The  final conclusion about technology is about application
performance. Previous approaches to shape PeopleNet7’s video
performance were not applicable to the new one. The new peculiar-
ities of WPF  require new optimization methods and tools. To reach
a valid application performance, specific task related to the use
of cache, video memory usage and code optimization techniques
were designed and implemented along the development process.
This optimization process leaded to a final solution in which per-
formance scores are more than acceptable.

5. Conclusions

This case study highlights some of the realities involved when
packaged software vendors face software evolution. Findings from
this case study revealed three different conclusions. First, the
importance of people in product evolution processes. Second, the
need of a methodology to guide the process in an accurate and con-
sensuated way  and, finally, the need of addressing the technological
factors involved in the process. Although technological factors are
very important and seem to be crucial for both the impact they
provoke in the product as a whole and the approach for fulfilling
requirements, the most important factor is people.

Following the path described by DeMarco and Lister (1987),
authors believe that aspects like teamwork, group dynamics, nom-
inal developer productivity and organizational factors, among
others, are the main issues in software systems. In this sense,
until today, software is developed by people. The impact of these
factors is also crucial in software evolution. In this scenario,
human-centricity (Peopleware in a nutshell) is a key aspect. A

human-centric process emphasizes collaboration, recognizes the
importance of effective leadership, and caters to the needs of
creative professionals who  take pride in their work (Erdogmus,
2008). In our particular case, the main finding could be the
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mportance of the effective leadership played by the product man-
ger. That leadership comprised the use of both soft and technical
kills. The importance of both is unquestionable but, in line with
rdogmus’ (2008) arguments, technical orientation adds meat to
uman-centricity. In the particular case analyzed here, both funda-
entals and software technology competences helped in several

ard decisions, being even more crucial in the selection of the
onversion-process setup, which was probably the harder decision
aken in this project.

Authors  hope that the findings presented in this case will not
nly shed new light on packaged software evolution, but also offer
ome clues and guidelines to both product managers and other
anagerial staff on the human and technical issues related to the

volution of software. The current work proposes two issues which
hould be explored in future research. In first place, the study of
sychological and cultural factors determining the performance
f different software workers in the context of software evolu-
ion should be further researched. In the second place, the study
f the role performed by the product manager should be further
nvestigates, since globalization tendencies and software develop-

ent are constantly increasing (García-Crespo, Colomo-Palacios,
oto-Acosta, & Ruano-Mayoral, 2010; Hernández-López, Colomo-
alacios, García-Crespo, & Soto-Acosta, 2010).
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